The parsing system first applies the syntactic part of a rewriting rule to that of a handle in a reduction sequence of a given source sentence, ff tile system finds a unJf:iable rewriting rule, :it checks whether the semantic part is unifiable.
]'he category check of a term in a handle for the case-frame condition is processed by a special kind of unification under an interpretation that the term category in a rule :is a restricted variable.
The intermediate expression of tile handle part is constructed by substituting the unified terms for the arguments in the left-hand side of the rewriting rule.
The L-MAPS system aud language conversion
The L-MAPS system is costructed on a fundamental ].ibrary module basis. When a user gives a specification by referrkng to the libraly module, L-MAPS searches applJ(.:able library modules and refines the spa(if J cation by linking several modules or replacing :it by the detailed procedure called the Operation Part of an applicable library module.
The formal specifications of programs as well as tile library modules are generally difficult for users to read and write correctly though they are efficient and rigorous for inachine operation. Hence, it is desirab].e to rewrite the formal specification Jn a natural l.anguage. I. 
where PRED K1 and Kn are case labe].s and tp tl and tn are terms corresponding to their cases° On the other hand, a procedure expression appearing in formal specifications as well as in a heading of each library module has tile following form:
where the procedure name plays a role of the key word and it is constructed from the predicate term the object term and others of the intermediate expression° It is used for retrieving library modules applicable to a given specification.
].-MAPS performs the conversion between the intermediate expression(I) and the procedural expression(2) by a method similar to the case structure conversion between different languages.
The conversion :ks applied not onJy to the construction of a formal specJ fJeation from an informal specificatJ on written Jn restricted Japanese or English but also to the generation of Japanese or English comments on the refJ ned specifications generated by L-MAPS itself.
Modularization of programs
The revised MT system is reconstructed based on library modules by the aids of L-MAPS. Each library module has a structure as shown in Table i . GOAL:new_reducedsequence(n))) COPY(OBJ:reduced_symbol, GOAL:newreduced_sequence(+(n,l))) RETURN(TRUE)
The heading of each module has both the procedural expression and the input-output predicate expression (abbreviated to the IO expression). Program specifications given by a user can call a module by using one of these headings.
The IO expression consists of a pair of an input and an output predicate and asserts that the output predicate holds under the given input predicate.
The IO expressions are used to automatically link some modules for a specification and to check linking of modules specified by their procedural expressions.
The type part describes the types of regions structures and roles of input output or local variables.
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Tile OP part describes the procedures for the ~nnction assured in the heading part. ]'he procedures are described in a little more detail by using tile headings of more fundainental modules° Control statements are represented by using a prefixed-form of Pascal called the General Control Expression (abbrewkated to GCE,) here° The control statements are expanded into a programming language such as L:isp and C designated by users. Some conversion rules are shown in Table 2 . Corresponding to tlle genera] control ]anguage~ general data structures are also introduced. If refined specifications are designated to be expanded to a programming language which do not have the corresponding data structures inherently, the equivalent data structures and the access function must be imp].emented in advance by combining the fundamental data structures in the language. For example, if Lisp is designated as the programming language, a struct which appears in a general data structure of a specification is expanded to the correspondig associative list structure and the lists can be accessed by associative functions. L-MAPS tries to un:i.fy the heading el an expression in a given speeifJcation and the corresponding heading of a l:ibrary module. If L-MAPS succeeds in the unification, it constructs a more detaJ]ed description of the specificatfion by using the unified Operation Part of the module .
Refinement and Expansion by the L-MAPS system
The refined part with a more detailed description can be substituted directly for the original part in the specification or can be called in a form of a subprogram as a procedure or a dosed subroutine from the specification part. One of them is selected by the user.
The principal part of the above refinement is unification of a specification and the heading of a library module. When the arguments of a module are confined to the individual variables and the number of arguments of a function is confined to a constant the unification caa be carried out; by an ordinary unification of the first order logic. 0therwJse, the unification procedure for the second order ilogic is needed.
L-MAPS has a unification procedure for the second order logic. IIowever, the un~ fJcatJon procedure is confined to a unilateral unification from a module to a specification in which each symbol is J nterpreted as a constant under the condition that any substitution for the symbol Jn the specifications is forbidden.
Accorddagly, the unification procedure can be much simplified for practical purpose. Fig.2 shows parts of a given specification written in the restricted English for a parsing program of EngIish sentences and Fig.3 shows a part of the generated formal specification. In the refinement process global optimizations are tried to be done at the user's option. Some of them are rearrangement of conditional control statements and fusion of several iteration loops :i.nto one loop.
Conclusion
The translation system :is constructed on a modular basis consisting of 24 application modules and 30 bas:[c modules by refining and expanding specifications by the aids of the L-MAPS system consisting of about 1000 lines of Lisp statements. The generated translation-system programs is about i000 lines in both C language and Franz Lisp. Besides various advantages due to the modular:[-zation, the translation speed is almost the same as that of the old version in LISP. Furthermore, the translation speed in C language is about three times faster than that of Franz Lisp at a compiler mode in English-Japanese translation.
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